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DFNN posts 672% increase in net income for Q1 2017

Taguig, Philippines, 13 May 2017 – Publicly listed I.T. firm, DFNN Inc. (PSE:
DFNN) (“DFNN” or the “Company”) reported today a consolidated revenue of
Php266.32 million and a comprehensive income of Php52.66 million for the first
quarter of 2017. In the same period last year, DFNN posted revenues of Php
58.04 million and net earnings of Php (9.26) million. The figures represent a
marked increased of 359% in revenues and 672% in net income.
The notable improvement from last year’s performance is attributable to the
expansion of the Company’s gaming footprint and increased adoption of its
technology platform. By the end of the first quarter of this year, the acceptance
and utilization of the Company’s Electronic Games platform environment resulted
in over 6,500 terminals running in more than 200 gaming outlets throughout the
Philippines. Additionally, the transaction volume for the Company’s Digital Virtual
Games offering, is also being adopted at an increased rate.
Moving forward, DFNN is committed to strengthening its technological expertise
to deliver the best solution offerings, services, and support to its partners.
Moreover, the Company is optimistic about the launch of its Sports Betting
Exchange platform within the coming weeks.
CEO Ramon C. Garcia states, “We are very pleased with our first quarter group
wide results. We aim to sustain this trajectory through the next quarter as we
launch our Sports Betting Exchange Gaming Platform .”
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About DFNN:
DFNN, Inc. is a Philippine Publicly Listed I.T. company with ground-breaking
presence in the gaming industry. DFNN currently possesses licenses for
Electronic Gaming Machines, Sports betting, and digit and pari-mutuel games
with the Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corporation. DFNN believes that its
unique background as an I.T. company with a strong success and track record
puts it in a unique position to explore and maximize opportunities in the gaming
sector. Our slogan: “Technology at Play”.
For inquiries, contact:
Miren E. Cueto
Investor Relations & Communications Officer
DFNN Inc.
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